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Dedication
This book is dedicated to women all over the world who lead in
all ways that makes sense for them. Women lead by working,
mothering, guiding, coaching, providing, supporting, teaching,
nurturing, organizing, administering, directing and even governing. How you show up in your life as a leader is up to you. You
are the author of your own story. We want the women in this book
inspire you to step into your power and to find your vision and
voice. We hope this book gives you permission to care for yourself in the same way you so selflessly care for all those around
you. Our wish for you is that you live your life with purpose, passion and perseverance – taking steps each day to advance favourably in the direction of your dreams. By the end of this book, we
hope you feel ignited to take action to become the CEO of your
own life. — Marnie Tarzia, MA and Best-Selling Author.

Ignite Author's Testimonials
"The Ignite journey is incredible. Writing and sharing my story has been a great
challenge and an immense pleasure. It is one thing to get words on paper – a
release in itself. When combined with the editing skills and their leading questions, inspiring the author to put more of themselves on the page, the experience is transformational healing. I am grateful that I said yes to this amazing opportunity. My deepest desire is for readers to be inspired to write their
own stories, so they too experience healing and live their most authentic life."
— Phyllis Roberto
"The collective energy, compassion, integrity and love in this forum of incredibly brave and gifted women keeps you coming back for more. I can
honestly say it has been an honour and privilege to have been a part of
this eclectic group of leaders. We are free to be ourselves with instant acceptance with no judgement and there is tremendous encouragement to
speak our truths. I have healed parts inside I didn’t even know needed healing and am proud to have witnessed others undergo the same. The sharing
of these life experiences has forever changed me to be more of who I am."
— Samantha Ridley
"If you've ever dreamed of writing your story and getting it published, this is the
way to do it. By working with the Ignite team I'm realizing my dream and had
excellent support to make it happen. From the weekly writers' nests that helped
me get into the groove of writing, to the mastermind sessions where a safe space
was created to share my thoughts and my initial paragraphs, myself and the
other authors were supported every step of the way. I was also challenged to go
deeper into my story and share more than I thought I had to give through the
remarkable editing processes. Women supporting women is recipe for success."
— Sandra Smart
"This process of writing my story has been one of the most internally fulfilling experiences ever! I feel so grateful to have had this precious gift of the opportunity to express my heartfelt message and what I
felt on paper with the world. I feel so thankful to be in this anthology."
— Madalina Petrescu
"Together we are so much more ingenious than we are on our own. I believe this was proven in this IGNITE community of outstanding women,
writing this book. Sharing my story made my head and heart connect. I
am so grateful for having found such a professional and dedicated platform, pushing me beyond my limits in a safe and nourishing environment."
— Ulrike Stahl

Publisher’s Note:
We are delighted to offer the second compilation book in the IGNITE YOU
series. Our mission is to produce inspiring, motivational and authentic real-life
stories that will Ignite You in your life. Each book contains 35 unique
stories told by 35 exceptional authors. They are of the highest caliber to offer
engaging, profound and life-changing examples that will impact the reader. Our
mandate is to build a conscious, positive and supportive community through
our books, speaking events, writing workshops, ignite experiences, podcasts,
immersions and a product marketplace. We welcome new authors onto our
platform and new book ideas. Should you desire to be published and featured in
an Ignite You book. Please apply at www.igniteyou.life/apply or reach out to us at
suppport@igniteyou.life.
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Foreword by

JB Owen
Founder and CEO of Ignite

Known as the fastest woman on ice, Catriona Le May Doan is a
three-time Olympic medalist - winning two golds and a bronze. She has
participated in four consecutive Olympic games and broken 13 world records
for speed skating. She is a formidable athlete, dedicated individual and her
numerous achievements undoubtedly prove that. One is easily impressed by
her multiple World Cup Championships. She also is an Officer of the Order
of Canada and has been inducted into the Canadian Sports Hall of Fame.
Looking at Catriona’s accomplishments, she is nothing short of spectacular.
Few, if any, have achieved what she has in her sport and reached that level
of success.
If you meet Catriona, you will first notice her smile, then her legs!
Her dynamic grin is infectious and instantly warming. Her four decades of
training has sculpted and molded a pair of legs as perfect as one can get.
Athletics has taught her discipline and devotion, and you can see that in her
personality and physique. She is a woman to notice. She is a true female
leader and a champion through and through.
Yet, like all leaders, she faced obstacles and endured tremendous
setbacks. At the 1994 Olympics, she fell, crashed into the side wall and
finished a disappointing 17th place. In front of the world and with millions
watching, Catriona slipped on her blade and ruined all chances for any medals.
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Decades of training, untold amounts of money, endless hours of sacrifice by
her and her family were eradicated in an instant as she uncontrollably slid
down the speedway to a crumpled stop. It was a devastating fall and as
Catriona describes, one that could have debilitated her spirit and ended her
career.
That moment could have defined her. She could have gone home and
accepted failure as her fate. But, like all females born to lead, she got right
back on the ice and kept training. She committed to competing in the next
Olympics four years later, and that determination won her the Gold and the
Bronze! Of course, she didn’t give up there. She went on to attend the next
Olympics in 2002, becoming the first Canadian individual, and only female
Canadian, to defend a gold medal at any Olympic games.
Catriona’s accolades are outstanding, and her achievements are nothing
short of impressive… but it is her open heart and unwavering commitment
to others that is even more inspiring. After hanging up her skates, Catriona
continued working with athletes and devoted herself to helping others. She
was asked to be an honorary coach for Team Canada and traveled to the
next Olympics opting out of winning and opting into giving. She used her
skills and experience to help prepare the new athletes for the stresses they
were about to undergo. She focused on their internal well-being, positive
mindset and emotional stability. She knew being a success was not only
about performance but about attitude, connection and self-determination.
She used her leadership skills in the mental, emotional and physiological
support of others.
That is the differentiator of a true female leader. They don’t use full grit
and guts as their only leadership style. Female leaders dive deep into the
internal structures that make us who we are. They factor in the person, the
atmosphere, and all the variables to do their best so everyone is served. They
guide with a gentler hand and use their feminine graces to ease-in and get
great results. Female leaders push less and encourage more. They battle for
the cause not the individual. They by-pass their own egos and prefer mutual
collaboration. They set aside their personal needs to serve a higher purpose.
Female leaders lead from the heart. They include their emotions and factor
in how they feel. They use that to consider others and find how to make as
much as possible, a Win/Win for everyone.
Learning to Lead
Through this book, you will read countless stories of true female
leadership. They may not be the hard-hitting, stratospheric tales found in
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movies or sensationalized news reports. Instead, they will be the quiet giants,
the heart-centered, mindful stories of women in everyday situations, finding
their skills of leadership. They will use the gentler side of leading because
that is what women do. They use their talents, skills and inner knowing to
guide them forward. They listen to their inner voice and trust their intuition.
They look around themselves to include as many people as they can and they
learn by leading, bringing others with them to all rise higher.
There is a collective energy in the way women do this. This book
is filled with many examples of how it has been done. It is layered with
authentic examples of every aspect of inherent leadership. It shows how
being a female leader takes not just strength and perseverance, but selfworth and self-conviction. How knowing oneself and honoring that is the
true reflection of valuing all. Leaders lead most effectively by example.
Female leaders amplify that. They step up first, give full out and always
have a helping hand available. The new paradigm of leadership rests in the
heart of women and IGNITE Female Leaders is a book destined to inspire
all women stepping into and embracing that gifts of feminine leadership.
Enjoying Your Leadership
In the upcoming pages of this book, you are going to read many
stories of women leading themselves and leading others. You will see the
‘triumphant’ leader and the ‘solo’ one. You’ll be witness to them impacting
many and additionally see their own determination to intrinsically impact
themselves. There is no common way to lead when it comes to women.
Many in this book have hit tremendous pain points and been torn apart at
the very seams. Others have been pushed, challenged, disgraced, ignored,
dismissed and even shot at to ignite them into their leadership role. All have
had to struggle and get back up from hardship. None were simply given the
keys to any throne. They worked to become leaders. They preserved to push
through anything that might have held them back so they could be at the
forefront of their own life.
While curating the stories for this book, we noticed an amazing
commonality. The pages were not filled with grandiose and flagrant examples
of dominant control. The messages were not centered around accolades or
achievements. Few, if any, bragged about awards or recognition. Most, if
not all the stories, shared the common theme that Female Leaders lead in
a different way. They go inward before they go outward. They think before
they leap, weighing in all the options before making a clear decision. Most
importantly they MUSTER. They dig deep and find their inner strength.
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They search within and ask nothing they are not willing to do or give of
themselves first.
We also noticed that photos with hands on hips, in power suits, behind a
big mahogany desk was a stereotypic persona few related to. The new vision
of a Female Leader was showing up in dresses, high heels, and fuchsia
colored lipstick. They wear grins on their faces, a smirk behind the eyes
or a full-out gayful show of laughter, instead of a furrowed brow or stern
demeanor set up and contrived. Our leaders were vivacious and feminine.
Fun and free. Beautiful and brilliant and their pictures broke the mold of
what a female leader “should” look like.
Destined to Lead
That began an even deeper exploration into what leadership truly is.
What does it mean to lead the female way? What is true female leadership?
What constitutes leadership in general? You are about to find out…
My wish is that when you read through these stories, you are deeply
transformed by the examples of guiding others through guiding oneself.
I hope that your mind opens, and your self-awareness awakens to how
powerful you are on your own leadership path. That you feel the strength
within the sharing and the supportive intentions behind it. Each author wrote
her story so that you may relate to her heroine’s journey and see a bit of
yourself in it. Every story is designed to lift you up in your own leadership
discovery. Written to encourage you to grab your steering wheel in life and
not only hang on, but ride it full out, with your foot on the gas and not
looking in the rear-view mirror.
We all know it is one thing to lead under necessity and strife, it is
another to lead with love, compassion, and focus. You will see throughout
this book that self-determination is the common theme. Caring, empathy,
and collaboration are constantly present. Intuition, personal care, integrity,
and purpose are the four corners of the lives each one of these women have
created. Their leadership is in leading themselves first before they ever
felt they could lead another. That is what makes this book so unique and
unprecedented. They have lived it. It isn’t a theory. They do more than talk
about it, they have become it, and now they have written it to share it directly
with you.
As you turn the pages, you will find each story begins with a Power
Quote. It is like a mantra or a battle cry. I believe we all should have one.
That sentence that pushes you to do even more and makes you think a little
deeper. It is what your bumper sticker would say, or what you’d write on
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your office wall. Each Power Quote is designed to remind you of what you
have inside – exceptionalness. Power quotes are that sentence or phrase that
you say when the tears might be flowing both in hardship and in reward.
Then, you will read their Intentions. These are the author’s goals and
aspirations of what they wish their story will do for you. It is a personal
message, filled with meaning, and purpose. They want to Ignite You to begin
living your most exceptional life and they share it in their divinely unique
way. Their intentions set the tone for their story and are designed to both
awaken and inspire you.
The story then follows. It is an account of a woman stepping into
leadership and embracing the Ignite moment that fostered that. We all have
Ignite moments in our lives that change us, define us and set us on a new
path or trajectory for life. These stories are those moments, told in the most
genuine and enduring way. They show that all of us have those moments and
they not only define us but transform us.
Once you have finished their heartfelt stories, you will find an inspiring
‘Ignite Action Step’ (or Steps). These are the doable and tangible things
they did to support and expand themselves. Each author explains an easyto-do, practical idea for you to close the book and implement immediately.
They are the processes and practices that worked in their lives. Each one is
different and unique just like you are and proven to yield magnificent results
when done consistently.
We all know actions speak louder than words and never is that more
accurate than in leadership. Action IS the key. To move the needle forward
in your life we encourage you to try one new action step each day or pick
the one you like and do it consecutively for thirty days. There is no way
Catriona held any of her Olympic medals without constant practice, work
and effort. She didn’t just think about it, she did something each day in her
desire towards it. Her leadership in overcoming her own setback is what
became so admirable around the world. She could have quit. She could have
succumbed on her first disappointment and let define her for the rest of
her life, but instead, she took action. And if that action didn’t measure up,
she shifted and took another. That is why we have offered you thirty-five
different action steps to try. Each one is potentially the step that could change
your life forever. Start with one, just pick that one that calls to you the most
and follow through to see significant and lasting change in yourself.
Please remember, others may be looking to you for leadership. Your
kids, siblings, friends, neighbors and even spouse may be watching to see
how you lead so they can emulate you. This is your moment to step up on
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the podium of your own life and make it golden. You get to decide how
you run your race and how you will speed skate through your life. Make
the most of it and let these stories remind you that you can do anything, be
anything and accomplish anything you choose. You can gallantly charge
forward and run down the hillside into the bliss and enjoyment you have
created. It absolutely can be wonderful on every level; you just have to blow
the bugle horn and do it.
Lead with Heart
We know that many people read compilation books to be inspired. If
you feel that your story is still unfolding, or you’re trying to figure it all out,
we are with you. We have all been through hardships and go through them
numerous times in our lives. Our stories may show our successes, but we
still waffle like everyone else. We just have practiced and re-practiced using
our leadership muscles. The greatness behind of all these female leaders
is behind you. We support you full-out and will cheer you on as you find
yourself. We all extend our hands should you need a bit of support, some
advice or a shoulder to cry on. We offer ourselves should you ever want to
reach out because something we said really resonated or what we shared
was exactly what you needed to hear. Please know we are all accessible and
eager to connect so please feel free to find us.
Leaders need to stick together. We need to support one another as we
rise and flourish. We need to help each other along the way even if that
means for a moment someone might surpass us. For everyone to benefit,
everyone must help. In your road to leadership, you will be challenged and
confronted, but if you are true to your inner knowing, those challenges will
be met with the purest intentions. A leader is someone who takes a chance,
follows their heart and overcomes obstacles along the way. Seek out all that
you need so you can make beautiful decisions about your own life. Focus
on you, your aspirations, and talents. Accentuate your gifts and shine your
brightest light. Give all you can to your expansion because you are worth it.
I am ignited by the idea of you turning the next page and reading a
plethora of wisdom, intertwined in a cornucopia of knowledge. I am excited
that you are about to step up to the podium of your own experience in life.
It might be measured by awards and trophies or minutely counted by a
stopwatch. It might mean the whole world knows your story or you happily
stand in the background and let others shine. However you reach your
pinnacle is sure to be filled with some goosebumps and some hairs up on
the back of your neck. That’s life. That’s what makes it juicy and exciting.
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It isn’t all or none, it is how you lead yourself through and emerge on the
other side.
The stories you are about to embark on are all our stories. They
supercede race, culture, age and even gender. They are the human story, the
experience of being a Being on this earth. They touch at the very heart of
belonging, connecting and sharing. They are raw, real and unrestricted…
that’s what makes them so amazingly engaging. They cut through all the
‘stuff’ we want people to see and shine a light directly on the heart of who
we were born to be.
Ignite was created to ignite others and impact humanity. Our mandate is
to do more, share more and spread a conscious positive message to as many
people as possible. We believe in the human connection and that power
comes from being heard, being seen and belonging to something greater than
one’s self. We invite you to Ignite others. To let your story be heard, share
your experiences find your voice. We pride ourselves in bringing people
together, offer a solution, give back and do something good for the planet.
That is the mission and purpose behind IGNITE. There is power when one
person touches the heart of another, and a spark begins. Be it inspiration,
love, support, encouragement, compassion or belief. We all can be a leader
in living a kind and gracious life.
May you have many ignite moments that transform your life into the
amazing person you were meant to be. – JB Owen
Please know that every word written in this book, and every letter on the
pages has been meticulously crafted with fondness, encouragement and a
clarity to not just inspire you but to transform you. Many women in this book
stepped up to share their stories for the very first time. They courageously
revealed the many layers of themselves and exposed their weaknesses like
few leaders do. Additionally, they spoke authentically from the heart and
wrote what was true for them. We could have taken their stories and aimed
for some ‘brule’ defined perfection, following every editing rule, but instead
we chose to leave their unique and honest voice intact. We overlooked
exactness to foster individual expression. These are their words, their
sentiments and explanations. We let their personalities shine in their writing
so you would get the true sense of who each one of them is completely. That
is what makes IGNITE so unique. Authors serving others, stories igniting
humanity. No filters.
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JB Owen
"It is better to be known for who you are
than known for who you are not."
It is my intention to write a story that will not just move and encourage you but will touch your heart in such a profound way, you will be
inspired to listen to it, follow it and do right by it. I hope from reading
these words, you will feel compelled not to do what others choose for
you, but what you choose for yourself. To be always guided by YOUR
heart and lead from that place that is authentically YOU.

Leading In-Between
At a summer camp for budding creative girls, each cabin was asked to
put on a comedy skit for the final weekend when the parents came to take
us home. I organized a fashion show where each cabin-mate strutted down
the makeshift runway wearing her pajamas and carrying the stuffy she had
brought from home. As Emcee for the event, I colourfully described every
flannel nightgown and frilly pink-flowered p.j. set. I had to coax the shy
ones and cajole the few that refused to participate, as the crowd laughed
and cheered throughout the hilarious event. I felt like a leader, coming up
with the idea, mapping it out and executing it without a hitch. The bearhead slippers and back-door pajamas had the crowd roaring hysterically. My
leadership skills were born.
I saw my mother be a leader in our family business and at home. She
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ruled very sternly, both from her Russian upbringing and her years of selfsurvival. People in our town often commented on my mother’s work ethic
and personal drive. She was forever going, doing and completing. She
liked to be busy. Unlike my friends’ mothers, she never wore an apron. She
never baked cookies for the bake sale or wore a reflective vest as one of our
crosswalk monitors. When I was young, her working was an oddity. Most
of my friends enjoyed the traditional working father with the stay-at-home
mom. Both my parents ran our business and deep down I was proud of my
mom for not having a sing-song voice as a lunchroom helper or waiting
aimlessly in the food court as my friends and I shopped around the mall.
To me, my mom was a not just a leader but a BOSS!. She ran a
company, had staff and made decisions on a dime. She was fair, honest
and could barter a deal with anyone. She was shrewd without being rude,
always letting the other person speak, before she gave her answer. In public,
she was formidable to me. I wished she would have showed up for my
school programs and drama plays, but deep down inside I was proud she
was stronger and more independent than the other mothers. I watched her
coordinate and delegate and those powerful skills struck a chord in me. I
never wanted to be perceived as weak, so I followed her lead, and strived to
one day become ‘The Boss’.
Although I felt leadership in me, it took awhile for me to utilize it in a
good way. For much of my school years, I competed always striving to be
the best. I didn’t enjoy athletics, so I flourished in art, drama and debate.
That meant always winning against my opponents. Always wanting the lead
roles in the school play, pushing to have my art in the school newspaper or
as the cover of the yearbook. I even pressed to redesign the school crest to
prove myself.
Leading was mixed with getting my way and convincing others. It took
me years to mature, to get it right. I spent countless moments fine-tuning
and working on ways to lead with the heart, lead so others felt supported and
lead in a way that had everyone winning. Only, there weren’t a lot of role
models emulating these kind of strategies or moms like me, running my own
business after my kids were born. Business owners were primarily men and
I felt odd not doing what they did. However, I wanted fun in the workplace
and heart in our company. I made it more like a family and less like a job.
My staff were like my extended family members. Each one needed their own
special attention. Maybe it was by commenting on a new outfit or asking
how their training for an upcoming race was going. I gave them nicknames
like Flash and Megatron based on their work habits. We’d do lunches as a
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group outside when the weather was nice and I’d leave colored stickies on
their computer screen with words of praise. Acknowledging was key and I
found encouragement got me way more than traditional overriding, bullying
and demanding.
I was happy building my business at a doable pace. I had two small
children under the age of three and they needed me as much as possible.
Except, the business was doing exceptional. Sales were up, stores wanted our
products and we were being heavily sought after by major retailers. When I
started my company in my basement, I knew it was going to go big. Within
six months I was on a plane to China to source suppliers, manufacturers and
factories to work directly with me. I didn’t know the language, the culture
or the game. Showing up as a tall blonde in a male-dominated country was
difficult. Many times, I was mistaken as the assistant stepping in for the
boss. I was denied courtesies shown to male business-owners traveling
abroad. I was an Amazon woman to them and they told me. I even had one
factory send a car to pick me up from the airport with bikini-clad girls in
the backseat. They thought I was a man and that is the way business with
foreigners was done. My name didn’t indicate I was a woman. I was often
referred to as Mr. Owen in emails and on signs drivers held while waiting for
me at the airport. If ever I had a male interpreter, all questions were directed
at him and not me. A factory tour would be cut short once I arrived and they
saw I was female. I even had one factory owner show me utter disdain once
he found out I was a woman and left me on the side of the road, refusing to
return me to my hotel.
None of this deterred me. I was on a mission and determined to make
a huge success of my business despite the prejudicial treatment I received.
I stayed focused and grew my company to a million dollars in revenue
in under four years. It was hard but worth it and my pride was running
high. I felt like a leader. I was driving the entire business from concept to
conception. I was creating a hundred and eighty new designs each season.
We had expanded into four separate divisions that all had a unique market
share. Larger companies were taking notice and competitive companies
were becoming more combative as my company moved in on their territory.
Things were great... until my husband quit his job and came to work
for my company. I don’t know how it happened, but I lost all forms of my
leadership autonomy. Looking back, it was a recipe for disaster. I didn’t
want him to feel emasculated by working for his wife, so I handed over
power to make him feel valued. It was a lethal and slippery slope. He kept
taking more. I kept giving it up. Soon enough, waking up and talking about
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the business while brushing our teeth was ruining our mornings. Hammering
out staff issues before going to bed decimated our love life. Everything
became a power struggle. To keep the peace, I acquiesced continually. I
gave in when he brought in new male staff and replaced my loyal part-time
moms who worked from the heart. I looked the other way when we ordered
more stock than we needed because he said it made us look like heavy
hitters. I signed checks for bigger salaries because he assured me it meant
better people. The company I had built was changing quickly and everything
moved from creating what I love – to only what made money.
As the dynamics shifted at the office, they also did at home. My
leadership skills were ignored, overruled and placated. It eventually
obliterated our marriage and I was left back in charge. Only, this time the
company had grown to three times the size, with four times the payroll and
close to a million dollars in product, moving in and out of our newly obtained
warehouse. As I stepped back in, the staff wasn’t used to my management
style and havoc took over. Product was being stolen, workers were showing
up late and a few even arrived intoxicated. Vendors weren’t getting paid and
products soon fell into back order. I had been diminished in front of the staff
so many times they thought it was how they should treat me. They started
acting out. None of them saw me as their leader. The staff had turned over so
many times and only a few were loyal to me.
I tried desperately to keep it all going. I used my feminine charm to get
extensions. Negotiated better payment terms creatively. Made promises I
knew I couldn’t keep while scrambling to keep everyone paid and happy.
In mid-February, the utility company cut off the heat at my house. The bills
were in my husband’s name and he had left them all unpaid. The bitter
winter weather made the house so cold and I was using every blanket we
owned to stay warm at night. Then the Sheriff came to repossess our car with
the only two car seats I used to drive my kids to daycare. My husband was
supposed to be handling that. I had to terminate an insubordinate worker for
showing up drunk numerous times. He turned spiteful, vengeful and began
threatening me. Following me home and standing across the street from my
office, staring in my window, sending menacing texts to me.
No matter how hard I tried, I felt as if I was on a sinking ship. Nothing
I did was working and the few staff that were left started conspiring to push
me out and bring my husband back. I started to liquidate to stay afloat. I
began selling off the product so I could pay for the new product that was
about to arrive. Word of my desperation spread to our investors. My husband
brashly grew the company by bringing in hundreds of thousands of dollars
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of outside money (from people who do not work at the banks) to raise capital
to grow even larger. ‘Private investors are better’, he told me, and I gave
in. All that time I was tempering my leadership skills and dumbing myself
down, shares were sold and contracts were signed. We owed some pretty big
money to people who do not work at the banks.
Knowing I was drowning underwater, those investors showed up. Just
like in the movies they even brought some muscle. They demanded I hand
over the keys to everything, take only my purse and walk out. They actually
strongly recommended it in the best interest of myself and my children. That
was probably my ignite moment. Faced with possible harm versus trying to
salvage the fragmented pieces of a crippled business made it easy to choose,
but I wasn’t going to reveal my giving in to them. I stood up for myself and
threatened them back picking up the phone to call the police if they didn’t
leave immediately. I wasn’t going to be bullied by anyone for a moment
longer. I was fighting back in full strength like only a true leader would do.
I distinctly remember my feelings when facing them down. I wasn’t
fighting for my company; I was fighting for my dignity. I was standing up
for me as a person, a woman and an intelligent business owner caught in
an uncontrollable mess. I wasn’t leaving with my tail between my legs, nor
was I surrendering my company because a bunch of men thought a woman
couldn’t do it. Everything, all these horrible circumstances kept spiraling
due to my own self-doubt and insecurities. I knew for a long time that things
were moving opposite of what I wanted but I didn’t stand up. I saw the
changes taking place, but I quelled my concerns. ‘All those men must know
more than me.’
One month after that frightful day, I walked out of my business, my
home and my office. None of it mattered anymore. I left everything behind.
I took my two kids and drove away, moved to a new town and started over.
I was deeply in debt, humiliated in every way and gossiped about all over
town, but I was free.
It took me close to two years to heal from that. I was on the brink of
something big, really big and leaving all that withering like a fish gasping on
a cement dock, was debilitating. I no longer felt like a leader. Everyone tried
to keep me focused on all that I had accomplished. They attempted to soothe
me, but I was downright mad. Furious that I had let it all slip between my
fingers. Irate that I hadn’t been stronger, smarter, wiser and more assertive.
All I could see was what I had lost. In a way, my business defined me and
letting it fail when it had so much potential was like a death.
It took me a few years to get my courage back. To once again step into
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the arena of leading a team and building a business. In truth, it’s hard to hold
creative people back. Entrepreneurs are a strange breed. They will go out
on a limb time after time, believing in themselves. They have great ideas
and a fury of passion. They know what they want and are happy to lead. But
many self-made business owners like myself have never been to university,
studied economics or business algorithms. Instead, they lead from intuition
and follow their heart. They know what works and what doesn’t from trial
and error. They put in the hours to get the results they need and let purpose
rule over profit.
Not having a degree behind my name limited my thinking. I thought
those that did, knew more. I had built my business to a great success
never giving myself any credit because I did it through trial and error, not
projections and analysis. It took me a long time to see the value in that.
All I really needed to do was turn my attention back towards my mother.
This year is her fortieth anniversary in business! She has won numerous
awards and has been awarded Business Woman of the Year multiple times.
She serves on many boards of directors, chairs committees and is still The
Boss, full-time at seventy-four years old. She never went to university, yet
she has built many successful companies. She mastered in the school of hard
knocks and thrived on trial and error. She let desire and ambition be both
her teacher and her lessons. She showed me that being a leader is less about
being taught and more about becoming. There is no right or wrong way,
there is only the way that serves the greatest amount of people in the best
way possible while maintaining your integrity.
When I started my next company, I created a living charter of important
objectives and clear values. I defined the corporate mission so that every
member had the vision of where it was headed. I wrote out our key directives
and put them on the wall for everyone to see. If any new employee scoffed at
them, I knew they weren’t a good fit. I added fun and flare into the company
culture and only hired like-minded individuals with a with heart-centered
point of view. I also made supporting women my number one mandate.
Be it with products, my initiatives, or anything the company did, it was to
uplift and empower women. I made it my purpose to encourage and inspire
women to reach and take hold of their dreams.
There are many ways to be a leader. I suggest whatever yours is, make it
about living your life and do what you enjoy. When we think about leading,
we sometimes take charge or rule over others. Traditional leadership is often
seen as rallying the troops or commanding many to follow. True leadership
is a journey of one's self. An unwavering idea that allows nothing to get in
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your way and no one to diminish your vision. That kind of leadership leads
you to victory, with no one being left behind. Persevering on your own path
and picking yourself up when you must, is the sign of a leader taking a
position that no one can outflank.
On your journey into Female Leadership, let it be with full heart and
constant grace. Allow your individuality to shine and your uniqueness to
lead. As a woman you have amazing skills; understanding, compassion,
sensitivity, inclusion, intuitiveness and a nurturing heart. Use those to your
advantage. Amplify each of them and allow them to be a bigger part of your
work. Feminine Leadership is all about enjoying the skills and qualities that
define us as women. We laugh and cry. We rally and rage. We can be all
over the map and at the same time be clear, specific and centered. Instead
of shying away from any of that, shine a spotlight on it. Be you, in all your
feminine energy. Let your leadership reflect the kind of woman that you
truly are.

Ignite Action Steps
Creating a personal charter: In starting a new business it is important to
know its Mission, Objectives, Vision and Values. I recommend you do that
any time you begin a new endeavour or form a company of any kind.
Knowing your personal Mission, Objectives, Vision and Values will
help you define not only the kind of business you will run, but the kind of
leader you will become. Uncovering this information about yourself will
empower you to only seek projects or employment that is in alignment with
that. Having this key information at hand when stepping into or formulating
any new collaboration will help you know if it is a good fit and sustainable.
Take the time to write down the following, so you have a clear understanding,
and always remember.
What is my Mission? What do I want to do in the world? Be known
for? Contribute to…? What goal(s) will get me out of bed everyday happy
to work? What Objectives am I trying to reach? What tangibles are in
alignment with my mission? What markers will show I have obtained my
mission? What is my vision of myself and my future? Who do you choose
to be 1 year, 5 years or 10 years from now? What values are most important
to me so that I feel in alignment with my vision and can reach my objective?
JB Owen, Founder and CEO Ignite You, Lotus Liners and JBO Global.
www.igniteyou.life
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R o s a ly n Pa l m e r
"Lead from your heart. Inspire from your actions."
I’m sharing with you what I now know to be true: your authentic value
is the glue that holds you, and others, together. Leadership is having
the vision to know when, and where, to apply that glue and the courage
to do so. Then, it’s in reapplying that glue and holding the centre, the
truth, the love and the decency together – always.

Awakening My Leadership DNA
It was the anger that took over; something pure that tapped into a
primeval instinct for survival. “Now you have ruined my new dress, you
bastard.” I had chosen my best summer dress. The multi-coloured flowers
suited the sunny June weather; its gaiety reflected my mood. I was in my
hometown, to meet important sponsors for the Theatre production launching
that evening. My parents were invited to the after-show party. My generous
boss assigned them front row seats. I took to my job like a duck to water as
I loved the theatre and adored working in St James’s Square in the heart of
London.
So the chance to take one of our successful London productions on a
nationwide tour was thrilling. Yet, here I was on the cement floor of a multistory car park, covered in petrol and grime and fighting for my life at 2:30
PM on a midweek afternoon.
The man sprang out as I opened my car door to go to the pay machine.
He was huge and pushed me down into the passenger seat footwell. As he
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turned the keys that were still in the ignition, my mind went into overdrive.
Movies had taught me that being abducted was not a good thing. “You can
have the car. I’ll just get out.” I heard my own detached voice say, “You’d
better be quick. Here’s my boyfriend!” I raised my crumpled arm to point
out the driver’s window. The man spun to look, I grabbed the ignition key,
jabbed at his eye and with a superhuman surge of strength, pushed him out.
He pulled me out with him by my hair. I had only one thought: “I’m not
going with you!” He threw me on the petrol smeared and grimy car-park
floor and that’s when the anger kicked in. I fought like a wildcat and escaped.
When I saw his face on the cover of The Sun 14 years after the attack,
my blood ran cold. There he was. The UK’s most prolific serial rapist who
abducted his victims and became increasingly more violent towards them.
I rang 999. Scotland Yard confirmed I was one of only two victims who
escaped. I recalled the details so vividly they knew it was him.
Yet even before that confirmation, this experience instilled a belief in
me, “I am a survivor. I have the inner wisdom, drive and determination to
survive against all odds.” The lens of ‘get on with it and push on through’
became how I saw the world. I found it empowering. I knew I wasn’t
invincible, but it brought me through challenges such as breast cancer,
financial loss, divorce and redundancy. It awoke my leadership DNA.
The seeds of that grit and self-determination were sown when I was
born as a grocer’s daughter. My early years were spent living above the shop
in a run-down suburb of Nottingham. The dilapidated buildings were later
torn down, depriving my parents of their livelihood. My enterprising father
went on to purchase land where new housing developments were planned
and created a thriving business.
The first shop was an Aladdin’s cave of food and hardware. Huge
apothecary jars were filled with sweets and unknowns. Huge hams would be
cooked and sold by the slice. My father, and his mother before him, prided
themselves on their delicatessen products. My grandfather kept pigs and
chickens in a huge farmyard and cured his own meat.
To the locals it was the social services of its day. My parents knew
whose husband gambled his wages away. The women, heads down to
hide blackened eyes, opened threadbare purses as tears rolled down their
cheeks. My mother would raise a finger to her lips, shushing them, while
passing them wax-wrapped packages. I remember the women clutching my
mother’s hand and the ‘looks’ exchanged. My parents didn’t call themselves
leaders. They led by example. The seeds were sown while witnessing this
compassion in action. The DNA reinforced. Later, I became a self-employed
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woman in business and currently work for an international charity serving
the most marginalized people in the world: the Leprosy Mission.
I read no books on leadership, business or marketing. I lived it. Pocket
money was earned weighing out 56-pound bags of muddy potatoes into
smaller brown paper bags. It was my job was to cut huge blocks of cheese,
with a large wire on a marble block, into small predetermined packs. (I
hardly ever need to weigh anything as I estimate so well. My mental math is
brilliant.) My father would create special offers: buy one, get one free, 10%
off... etc. He’d create leaflets run off a Banda machine that I would post
through every letterbox in the neighborhood.
In our living room, we had two huge Indian vases (I still have them in
my home today). The vases, cobalt-blue with gold paintings of smoky hills,
were always stuffed with money as the banks closed before our shop. Every
day I saw the physical reciprocity for hard work and the toll it took on my
father. Exhaustion and migraines on Sundays forced him to bed. He found
it hard to delegate. Early seeds were planted for another lesson: let go of
leadership responsibility to others when you can.
Life-lessons drove me. As early as a 7-year-old, I pushed until I was a
Brownie Guide pack leader. In school plays and operas, I always went for a
starring role. At 16, I was chosen as the Girl Guide from Nottingham to meet
the Queen. All schools in the county came together to create companies in
a business competition called Young Enterprise. I stood to be elected as the
MD (CEO). Me… the girl from a state school who debated down the boys
from the best private schools, and ‘I’ was voted in. However, our enterprise
fared badly. Those boys resented me. I felt unsupported. I didn’t understand
the leadership lesson at the time. Laying the blame on gender, I went off
to university. I loved English, writing and words. Over the course of three
years, I focused on being a journalist and applied for a masters degree in
Fashion Journalism at the prestigious London College of Fashion. After
rigorous tests and interviews, I was accepted but the money was not to be
had, so I angrily took work in retail management with Mothercare. It was
brutal.
All my teenage retail experience shaved 17 months off the management
course which fast-tracked me to become a deputy in one of the UK’s busiest
stores. The graduates and older staff resented me; I resented not training as a
Fashion Journalist. I found no joy at work but it toughened me up, teaching
me time and staff management, money and stock control. It taught me to get
up even when I wanted to run away. It also taught me how unkind people can
be to each other when they are not valued or heard. I would enter the staff
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room and hear ageist comments: “Get rid of her, she’s barely out of Uni.”
“They should let her go, she’s past her sell-by date.” My opinions offered to
the area managers were met with derision. I got out of that position and into a
theatrical management PR role but a disastrous production led to bankruptcy.
Next I went to work for the leading theatre programme publisher in the UK.
A publishing job entailed driving to every theatre in the UK to negotiate
print contracts. All the theatre managers were men and they invariably saw
me as some pretty 20-something to be intimidated or flirted with. I came
away with the contract and my knickers always stayed firmly on. It seasoned
me but it eroded my soul. When the company stalled, I was made redundant.
This fault-line in my glittering career path led me to think: What’s
next? The PR industry was taking off and Lynne Frank’s PR agency was
THE agency, so I applied and thus began two years in a world where trips
on the Orient Express, breakfast with movie stars, launch events with the
Rolling Stones and seeing leading fashion designers at close quarters,
were all regular occurrences. I cut my teeth on leading-edge PR, ran an
account that was named as one of PR Week’s Top Ten Campaigns of the 20th
Century. Consequently, I just ‘walked’ into my next two jobs. Two years
later, I started my own highly successful PR agency – RPPR, which won the
coveted PR Week Award for Best Small UK Consultancy. The quote from
the head judge was about our attitude towards staff development: “RPPR
has a large company attitude to staff care and development but still has a
small friendly feel.” That same year, I was runner-up in the ‘Women into
Business’ Awards. The year after, I sold the company when it had a £1.3m
turnover. Thanks redundancy.
In our second year, when we were barely breaking even, I’d attended
a strange weekend course with a huge, intimidating American man – Tony
Robbins. Checking out his media profile, I decided that I’d be the one to
handle and improve his PR in the UK. As we headed towards the firewalk
at the end of the crazy weekend, I found myself walking along beside
him. I pressed the note I’d written, clearly explaining why he needed my
company’s services, into his hand. A week later, the phone rang and my
company became his UK PR representatives. Overnight, his staff had my
husband and I enrolled in his University and on a flight to Maui, Hawaii
to attend Wealth Mastery. I was beyond excited. Here I was representing,
arguably, the world’s leading personal-development guru, and I was also
going to learn how to be rich.
After a long day, frustrated at not being able to meet personally with
Tony, I skipped part of the seminar, to watch the sunset from the outdoor hot
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tub. The pink-hued sea was amazing. A large bear of a man was already in
the tub, smoking a cigar and wearing a green army cap. His dog collar said
who he was but his face was more familiar to me than nearly anyone’s in the
world. He looked tired. I decided not to mention the Gulf war and instead
spoke about the sunset. Somehow the conversation led to my company,
upbringing and values. I asked him: “If you had any advice for me as a
leader what would it be?” General Norman Schwarzkopf laughed. “You are
the first person I’ve met who didn’t ask about war but instead asked about
what is really important, that of how to be a leader in a situation where men
and women don’t want to be. The trick of being a leader, is to get those
people who are afraid and tired, to follow you willingly; to trust you with
their lives. You do that through taking personal responsibility, finding your
own courage, leading by example and allowing them to be their worth and
potential.” It was worth the whole trip to hear those words of wisdom.
That conversation ignited a company that was run on values. We
introduced a values contract that staff had to sign. Everyone was given
a day off each month to engage in personal development or to give their
time to charity. A sign in the office read: ‘Questions Are The Answer’. We
encouraged thinking outside the box and to even question the need for a
box. But when I started to employ staff better educated than me, I started
to feel inadequate. I had a business turning over half a million pounds and
clients telling us that we were the best hearts and minds in the PR world but I
seriously thought I should study for an MBA: to go home after a 12 hour day
and then get books out to prove that I understood business and leadership.
Thankfully I remembered the young woman in that car park and my
mother’s mantra of ‘True to thy own self be thou’. I re-ignited in myself that
trust in my inner knowledge, in the school of life that had brought me to this
place, in knowing that all I needed was already within me. I became good
at making decisions after Tony Robbins taught me that the word ‘decide’ is
from the Latin words for de - ‘off’ + caedere - ‘cut’, meaning to cut off. So,
once you decide, you take action immediately. At this point providence, or
God, does step in and, more and more, I trusted this inner leadership. To me,
it was crucial to run a successful business without losing my sense of self;
my very soul. I wanted business to be fused with love and fun and to value
my worth, and that of others, in something more than just monetary terms.
Indeed, I barely looked at the numbers. My then-husband handled all the
financial and administrative side of the business. Life was fast. My ability to
make decisions? Honed.
For me, business was more than a means of making money or a way of
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feeding my ego. I didn’t really classify myself as an entrepreneur or leader; I
wanted to make my parents proud and to honor the service to the community
that my grandparents had given. I employed a driver too old for other jobs
and a cleaner who had been in prison and couldn’t find work anywhere else.
They were loyal, brave and kind. The cleaner became my nanny, looking
after my children as if they were her own. I trusted her totally.
I learned to trust my instincts but question my prejudices. After
interviewing an excellent candidate, as she left I overheard a member of
staff say to another: “She’s great. It’s a shame that Ros won’t employ her as
she is so tall.” What?! What could they mean? It troubled me deeply and I
sat with it a while. Yes, it was true. At 5 foot 3 inches, I felt intimidated by
tall women. I had unwittingly been prejudiced against them. So… I hired
Tracey. She didn’t have relevant PR experience but she did have courage,
humour, insight and a thirst for knowledge. She proved to be one of my best
hires ever.
Tracey and others of my team also taught me about self-care. I was
so driven in business that I felt that all should be sacrificed for it and that
collapsing on the sofa after a long day, clutching a gin & tonic, while
mindlessly eating pasta, was OK. My fragile immune system had other plans
so I learned to embrace a host of self-care strategies to balance out the stress,
sleepless nights, alcohol-driven media-culture and meals on the run. Just
about. My path to wellness was, and still is, carefully trodden.
Now as an emotional wellbeing expert, I find myself in the business of
healing others in body and mind. Women in leadership are one of my key
client cohorts as they face up to how stressed, exhausted and overwhelmed
they’ve become and finally turn to therapists who are wellness-warriors.
True wellness like leadership starts from within, being open and willing to
share with others is key. I see it as my new leadership role to liberate those
trapped in painful patterns of emotion and behavior. To speak publicly about
mental health and challenge the systems and beliefs that hold us prisoner.
There is a new softer, more emotionally intelligent form of leadership and
self-leadership emerging. This book and other positive forms of advice about
Female Leadership are designed to ignite what is already within you. Trust
that. Embrace that. Own that. Nurture that! Listen to your inner leadership
wisdom. Learn what makes your heart sing.

Ignite Action Steps
It is vital that everyone in your team or organization feels they have
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a voice and can invest in and contribute to your vision and values. As an
empathetic and open leader, it is important to ask for feedback and also
to make changes based on what you receive. To overcome many people’s
reticence to share their feelings, an exercise I have run many times before is
detailed below: I’ve included a few examples of some of the more spirited
answers in italics!
The focus is on individual ideas so ask each team member (if you are a
leadership team of one or a solopreneur then ask yourself):
• What would you say our values are? (honest, loyal, intelligent)
• What three words would you use to describe us/our company culture?
(united, dedicated, sound)
• What three words would customers use to describe us? (professional,
connected, value for money)
• What three words would competitors use to describe us? (maverick,
results-based, smart)
• If this organization were an animal, what animal would it be?
(leopard, dolphin, duck billed platypus)
• If this organization were a colour, what colour would it be? (red,
royal blue, yellow)
The answers are often amusing yet revealing. For example, people who
might hesitate to admit that they are frustrated with the company being slow
to change, may be open to describing it as a tortoise. You can ask why they
have chosen their answers.
Finally, also ask:
• On the basis of what you have written above, sum up the company in
one paragraph. (‘We are a new style organization with old fashioned values.’
‘We are a united task force of strong, smart and well-educated individuals’.
‘We make it our business to know our business and that of our clients’).
Rosalyn Palmer
Rapid Transformational Hypnotherapist & Coach. Author. Broadcaster.
www.rosalynpalmer.com
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R i i k k a Y l i ta l o
"If you want to save the world, save yourself first."
You are the love of your life and worthy of love just the way you are.
Love is your birthright. Through witnessing my story, you are offered
a life-changing opportunity to truly be who you are and courageously
start following your own path. Lead the way my friend.

My Quest for Love: Self Love
I have found the biggest gifts in the worst experiences of my life. Have
you noticed any repeated lessons in your life? I have discovered, the same
lesson keeps coming back harder and more forceful, until you get it. In the
beginning, it might be a tiny whisper or a gentle brush of a feather but, in the
end, it’ll knock you out completely. It’s up to you to get back up and keep on
trying. It would be lovely to get the lesson the first time but the story wouldn’t
be as interesting or colourful. At first I was brushed by the feathers, then hit
by pillows. When the one-sided pillow fight against me didn’t hit home, it
was time to move because the competition had started. I felt like I was getting
punched and knocked-out by life. Even then, a knock-out wasn’t enough.
Rocky Balboa must have been my idol.
I know competition well. The air is thick with excited expectation and
clouds of chalk powder are floating around. The warm-up area is buzzing with
female athletes and their coaches wearing their national colours; a symphony
of red, blue, white, yellow, green, and black. Short conversations in different
languages can be heard. Sweat is glistening on brows below harsh lights.
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Weight plates loaded on barbells are crashing, clanging and sending waves
of vibration against the floor as lifters are doing the final warm-up reps to get
ready to figure out the best powerlifter in the world. By now, the competitors
have completed the lifts of squat and bench press on the stage in front of the
international judges and audience. The total of the best accepted lifts, one
out of each discipline, will determine the end result and placements in the
competition. On regular intervals, one can hear cheering and clapping from
the crowd. The tension keeps rising among the lifters and silence falls, as the
last round of deadlifts is getting closer.
One of the competitors does not seem to be excited. Her face with
classically beautiful features is set on a determined expression and the browngreen eyes framed with black eyelashes are focused on the wall. She throws
her long, blonde braid a bit irritably out of the way to her back with a sharp
neck movement, while one of the team’s coaches is helping her to get ready
by adjusting her tight, black lifting suit. Another team coach and a few team
members are hovering around her. They are doing their best to let her focus
and give her space to collect herself, while being supportive.
That determined competitor is me. I was wearing a lifting belt loosely
around my waist, so it’s easier to breath. It will be tightened just before the
lift. I have black, knee high socks and wrestling shoes on. The front of my bare
thighs is covered with white powder to help the bar slide without unnecessary
friction, the gravity is a mighty enough opponent as it is. I am competing in the
75 kg weight category. My body is lean and muscular after strict dieting and
countless hours of lifting weights and doing cardio.
The results have not happened overnight. Active even before I could
walk, I have done various sports such as: baseball, ballet, judo, self-defence,
functional training, cross-country skiing, shot-putting, sprinting and volleyball,
already before and during elementary school. Working out at the gym started
at twelve years old. Sports were highly regarded in my family. I have grown
up by competing in anything and everything with my big brother and always
kept pushing myself towards winning. Deep down, I knew I was trying to
compete for attention, approval, appreciation and love mostly from my dad
(and partly from my big brother). I felt those were things I had to earn and
I learned to demand a lot from myself, more than anyone else did. I brutally
beat myself up whenever I failed at something or couldn’t reach my expected
goals. Rarely did I celebrate victories or achievements. I had a nagging feeling
and a constant demanding inner voice in my head; that something could have
been done better.
Ever since I was a little girl, I have loved strong female characters in the
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movies, TV series and books; those who could take care of themselves and
even others. This included situations where the strong female lead was the
one saving not only herself but also others from tough situations. It didn’t
matter if the opponent was an unjust villain or a pack of vampires. Sure, I went
through the princess phase and loved pink but my Barbies played with my big
brother’s He-Man figures. Our dad taught us to carve wood with knives. It was
more exciting than boring needlework. I put an absolute minimum effort into
knitting and crocheting in elementary school. Thus, the first socks I knitted
were huge and ugly but my grandma loved and wore them anyway.
I looked up to my big brother; climbing trees, playing with plastic guns,
wooden bows, slingshots and swords with him. My dad taught us to shoot
with an air rifle when I was seven. I’m still very good at shooting on a target.
I almost applied to Special Forces after high school, following in my brother’s
footsteps. I wanted to become a fighter jet pilot. Three of my mom’s uncles
had been fighter pilots during the Second World War between 1939-1945.
I felt that regular Army was not a big enough challenge for me to take on.
Discouraged by a friend of mine, I never applied for Special Forces. Instead I
travelled to the USA to work as an au pair for a year, to see the world. I wanted
to improve my English, self confidence and become more independent. During
that year, a new and thrilling chapter began in my life: powerlifting found me.
As I dove into powerlifting, people kept saying I was very talented and I
must have won the gene lottery, but the reality is that I had earned my place
among the very best of the world by dedication, discipline and hard work. My
vision had been clear for years: to win the gold in the World Championships
of powerlifting. Naturally, I am thankful for my genes, but I have made
sacrifices to get there by living the life of a top athlete, while still studying
and working. There hasn't been much time to hang out or party with friends,
or even date anyone seriously; getting ready for competitions always came
first. My lifestyle is, and has been, powerlifting for years. It has allowed me to
represent my Nordic country, Finland. Life is about choices and I made mine.
Ten years ago in St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada, is a day I remember
like it was yesterday. We kept hearing announcements from the platform that
was behind a wall next to us. My time was almost up for the last lift of the
World Championships of powerlifting and my mental game was cracking at
its very core. The scared little-girl within me felt exasperated and the adult-me
made no effort to filter it out from the team. All my energy was directed at
fighting against the angry tears. I had just been informed that if I were to lift
my last deadlift successfully, I could get a bronze medal at the Worlds. “How
fucking shitty can they possibly be?!” I thought. “If I could win bronze after
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performing so poorly, what does that say about the other athletes?”
The truth is, it was supposed to be a happy occurrence. I was poised to win
a medal. All hope wasn’t lost and the coaches of Team Finland were trying to
cheer me up. But I was too far gone and already in survival-mode, just trying
to struggle through the competition until the bitter end. I realized the gold
was lost already after my third competition lift, when I was done with squats.
I had been trying to cling to the hope of compensating with bench press, but
the gap between me and the ones in line for the gold and silver was too wide.
Deadlift was my speciality, but I was already drained mentally and physically.
All I felt was that I was a complete failure and worthless for not winning
gold. I had screwed everything up by overtraining prior to the most important
competition of the year and, as I later discovered, of my life. Overtraining is a
burnout for athletes and I was underperforming because of it. I had done my
absolute best, but was still blaming myself. I felt I had let everybody down:
my coach, my family, my teammates, my friends, my first coach in the USA,
my original team in Seattle, Washington and my home country, Finland. It was
a heavy weight to carry.
My vision had been to get the payout for all the sacrifices I had made
along the way and finally reap the fruits of my labor, by getting a personalbest and winning gold. Instead, I felt I was being ridiculed or even insulted
by actually still having the possibility to get a bronze medal. My goal had
been to win gold with a total weight of 650 kgs and nothing less. Silver is the
first loser, bronze was even below that and the rest of the placements had zero
value. I was not able to wrap my mind around the concept of being excited to
participate. I was there to win, but to me, I had failed.
I was called to the stage and had done my best to collect my head. I
psyched myself up by listening to aggressive metal music, slapped myself
on the cheeks and marched to the stage with a mentality of getting ready to
murder the bar. I took a deep breath and started to pull the last deadlift from
the ground, even though my body was screaming its objections. I knew my
teammates and the audience were cheering me on, but I couldn’t hear anything
specific except some blurry wavelengths of different voices. It’s interesting;
the extensive mental conversation you can have with yourself during one
single lift. Mine was a brutal one with zero empathy. I left myself no other
option than to give it all I had one centimeter at a time. I was able to pull the
bar up and lock it into the final position. The head judge gave the ‘Down!’
command and I knew the bronze was mine.
The crowd went wild, as I lowered the bar on the ground and was
straightening myself up. I forced a smile and a wave for them but in actuality,
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inside, I was having a temper tantrum. The little girl within was scared everyone
would be disappointed and I had let them down. Or worse, I wouldn’t be
loved. All I felt was unworthy.
At that moment, I began my personal calling, I just didn’t know it yet. It
was my first strike-out. More were to come.
After the Worlds, my central nervous system was on overdrive. I was
unable to sleep without sleeping pills. If I tried to train even three times a
week, which was way less than normally, I got sick and caught a cold. My
body forced me to rest, since my mind was too overpowering to give in
otherwise. It took years for me to see that competition as anything other than a
failure. The way I was trying to get over it, was to prove myself worthy at the
upcoming National Championships. My identity and self esteem was based on
me being a successful athlete. Without it, I didn’t know who I was or if I was
worthy. I needed to be acknowledged to feel I was enough.
My second strike-out came some years later and the blow was much
harder. I had not learned the lesson yet. I had quit powerlifting, graduated with
a Master’s degree, started martial arts and was competing nationally. Working
as a production supervisor in a factory was far from my dream job; closer to a
nightmare. I felt nothing was good enough. I got yelled at in morning meetings
in front of everyone. My boss and I triggered each other and were in a constant
battle for the alpha title. It was very hard for me not to use my strength and
power to stand up for myself.
During that time, I also had injured my knee in the final match of European
Championships in submission wrestling. Sports were my therapy but with
an injured knee, I was unable to train and couldn’t even walk properly for a
couple of months. Since I couldn’t follow my training schedule, I started to
do more and more overtime and sometimes even worked two shifts in a row
as well as weekends. My previously healthy diet got unhealthier and I didn’t
seem to have the energy to see my friends. My life started to feel joyless. I
was on the edge of a burnout. My fixed term contract was ending and I wasn’t
offered a permanent one. I felt like a failure again. I had given everything I had
and more, but still wasn’t winning.
I had to start taking better care of myself, put up some serious boundaries
and get my energy back to enjoy life again. My big brother pushed me to
continue my self-development journey. It hurt to be forced to face the
unwanted turn my life had taken, but it woke me up to see the unpleasant
realities that had to be changed. I was not happy with the way I was existing.
I’m thankful he forced me to use his additional ticket to a business seminar in
Tallinn, Estonia. It was for entrepreneurs and I got the fire to become one. A
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spark had already been there, but now it was lit. I loved learning, improving
myself and getting to be with like-minded people. I started to think of business
ideas and felt my future was bright and full of possibilities. Only, I felt I wasn’t
ready to take the leap just yet.
My third strike-out came while working in a software company. I became
the only project manager assisting in sales and on-boarding new employees.
I had to start creating and developing the processes of the department from
scratch. My overworking nature had me on the verge of burnout in less than
two years. I stuffed it down and kept going. Dancing around exhaustion,
cutting corners and negotiating remote working-days and days off, I took a
short sick leave and later resigned. Before my departure, I actually had tears in
my eyes. I felt like I was suffocating and had felt like it for a long time. That
was the moment I knew I had to STOP!
The employee in me had to die before I was ready to begin my
entrepreneurial journey. It was finally time to go after my own dream. I
named my company Themiscyra. Based on a Greek myth, it was the capital
city of legendary Amazons. Some of you will remember the beginning of the
movie Wonder Woman – on the beautiful island where the Amazons were
training their warrior skills. That utopia inspires me to build a team of female
leaders around me. To create an amazing network of female solopreneurs and
entrepreneurs and together we’ll make miracles happen. Only now I am ready
to unleash my true strengths and there is no stopping me. I am still afraid at
times and feel insecure, but I’m learning to dance with my fears and tap into
my inner warrior queen. I feel my calling is to empower women in business
and life through self-love. My mission is to help them live wholeheartedly and
be true to themselves.
I am thankful for all the struggles I have had, since they have made me
who I am and that much stronger in life. Because of them, I am able to help
others on a deeper level. I got the bronze medal, so I could win the mental
gold. In comparison to the gold medal at the World’s, that is priceless.
I have earned several nicknames from the men in the powerlifting and
martial arts circles, such as ‘Viking’, ‘Alpha-Female’ and ‘Amazon’. They
were meant as compliments and later on in life, I was able to take them as
such. On some level, my ego liked them because it made me feel worthy
and admired. On another level, I felt insecure about my femininity, since I
had been told that men are afraid of me. It hurt to hear it because I hadn’t
embraced my feminine and sensitive side entirely. It was painful because I
didn’t love myself unconditionally and wasn’t ready to reveal the true me
behind my safety armour.
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I have learned to be open to the lessons. I encourage you to do the same in
your life. Zero in on the pain-points and you’ll start seeing the right direction
to move forward. Self development is the key. Take responsibility in your
own life, happiness and relationships, instead of blaming others, situations
or circumstances. Discarding victim-mode might be difficult, but it truly is
empowering. There is no limit to how high you can raise your bar. Remember
that every day, for the rest of your life.
You are enough, you are worthy, you are beautiful inside and out and you
can do anything you set your mind to. Put the oxygen mask on yourself first
and let’s conquer the world together. With love, Riikka.

Ignite Action Steps
You are worthy of love without having to earn it by overachieving. If you
lose the safety armour, a wonderful, new world opens up in front of you. Live
with passion. Love yourself and your life. Become unstoppable. If there is
something you don’t enjoy in your life, change it or change your perspective
of it. Find your path or create a completely new one and start following it
courageously. Live fully and eliminate regret.
Start practicing self-love every day.
• Look into a mirror, directly into your eyes, smile and say: I love you.
Remind yourself that you are enough and worthy of love, just the way you are.
• Start noticing if you are beating yourself up over something you did or
didn’t do. What you think about you, is the most important thing. If it is self
destructive, work on changing it. Silence your inner critic and talk to yourself
like you were your best friend. Ask, what does the little girl or boy within need
right now?
• Put up boundaries and learn to say ‘No’. If it isn’t ‘Hell Yeah!’, it
should be ‘No’.
• Make yourself a priority in your life and take care of yourself lovingly.
Pour your cup of self-love and let it spill over. Share from there, and keep
refilling it.
• Ask for help from a friend, family member, coach or therapist, when
struggling. It is a sign of strength to show a weakness and courageous to be
vulnerable.
Be you. No one can do it better.
Riikka Ylitalo, Founder and Amazon Queen of Themiscyra.
themiscyra.fi

